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Tuf-Tex, Inc. is a small company rooted in
North Carolina’s piedmont; a great place to live!
We consistently rank among the most successful
institutional bedspread manufacturers in the
country. Why? Quite simply, we offer
unimpeachable quality and absolutely the best
service in our industry. We are constantly
searching for smarter and better ways to do what
we do…and what we do is sell excellent quality
backed up by Golden Rule service: at Tuf–Tex,
making a profit is important but it is not most
important. Doing business in an ethical,
honorable fashion is our first priority. Making
and keeping friends is right up there too; and that
happens quite naturally by keeping quality and
service our chief priorities.

We design and manufacture our own bedspreads
and blankets at Tuf–Tex. Everything we have
anything to do with is 100% American. We think
“American Made” is an honorable label…more
important today than ever before. If you have not
tried our products before, be prepared for a treat!
Extreme durability and (available) flame
resistance are our hallmarks. We think you’ll
appreciate our attractive colors and competitive
pricing, too. We are clearly proud of our
company and believe you will see why after
purchasing your first bedspreads, blankets and
cubicle curtains from us.



HAMPTON

Weary of buying cotton “thermal” blankets...
too often? Blankets that don’t really keep anybody
warm…but do gunk up your expensive washing
machinery and look pretty ragged after only a
few washings? Welcome to the Hampton Blanket
by Tuf-Tex! Hamptons keep your guests warm,
release even the worst stains, wash and dry fast,
and look great even after hundreds (400-500 on
average) of commercial washings because they
simply will not unravel, rip, fade or stretch. And,
would you believe they are flame-resistant too?
Every Hampton is flame-resistant for your guests’
safety, brushed and sheared on both sides for a

plushy velour, cozy feeling. Hamptons are
available in sizes bunk to king. Great blanket!

Colors Available
Left: Cream
Right top to bottom: Blue, Rose
Ground: Camel
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SPRING GARDEN

Who isn’t ready for a breath of springtime, especially on the
doggiest summer afternoon or the gloomiest winter morning? Our
Spring Garden Bedspread is your ticket to the fresh, soft, cool tones
typical of this wonderful season. Despite its seemingly fragile beauty,
the unquilted Spring Garden Bedspread is a tough customer, perfect
for a rugged institutional environment: they will not fade, rip, or fray,
and are available flame-resistant, for your guests’ safety, or non-
flame resistant. Note the distinctive (and exclusive) lattice design.
Like all Tuf-Tex unquilteds, Spring Garden will look great after 
hundreds of commercial washings, which equates to extraordinary
value: you won’t have to replace them nearly as often as cotton or
cotton-poly products. Also available quilted. Twins only, please.

Colors Available
Left top to bottom: Blue Bell, Tea Rose, Frost Green
Right top to bottom: Willow Green, Wheat, Apricot, 
Wicker, Heather
Ground: Cantaloupe, Quilted
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NEW HORIZON

New Horizon is, quite simply, the
best institutional bedspread value in
America. Traditionally Tuf-Tex’s budget
bedspread, New Horizon appeals most to
those economy-minded folks interested in
saving maximum money but stubbornly
unwilling to sacrifice quality. Despite its
surprisingly low price, New Horizon 
lasts as long as Tuf-Tex’s big boys (that is,
hundreds of institutional washings!) and
looks just great doing it! Featuring an
interesting horizontal rib, New Horizon is
available flame-resistant, for your guests’
safety, or non-flame resistant, in sizes
ranging from bunk to full... and features a

rainbow of twelve popular colors. New
Horizon, since it’s by Tuf-Tex, is All-
American.

Colors Available
Left top to bottom: Dark Blue, Spice, Brick,
Celedon, Chocolate
Right top to bottom: Heather, Eggshell,
Shrimp, Yellow, Mist, Mauve
Ground: Sand
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VEGAS

For many facilities it’s simple: only quilted
will do. We understand and have designed a
great quilted institutional bedspread for you.
Vegas by Tuf-Tex, available in nine designer
colors, will survive institutional use better than
most quilteds because it’s seamless and sturdy.
Our exclusive “Dura-Tex” backing and four-
ounce fiber fill complete the picture. Sizes
range from twins to kings, with extra-longs
available. Totally American-made, of course.

Colors Available
Left top to bottom: Blue Mist, 
Heather, Magenta
Right: Bisque
Ground: Teal
Also available (not shown): Blue, 
Rust, Grass Green, Shrimp

Made in America
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CAROLINACOLLECTION

From deep in the heart of the Carolinas comes 
Tuf-Tex’s answer to the demand for high-end
woven, yarn-dyed, 100% AVORA, 72” cubicle 
curtain fabric that looks expensive... but will shock
you with mill-level pricing! Since it’s AVORA you
know it is permanently flame-resistant, for your
guests’ safety. It also washes and dries in a flash
and looks great for years. 100% American made.

Colors Available
Left top to bottom: Charleston–Melon; 
Durham–Seafoam/Melon; Charleston–Seafoam;
Raleigh–Seafoam/Melon; Hatteras–Melon; 
Hatteras–Seafoam
Right top to bottom: Charleston–Mauve; 
Durham–Blue/Mauve; Charleston–Blue; 
Raleigh–Blue/Mauve; Hatteras–Mauve; 
Hatteras–Blue 
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CHECKMATE

Many of you refuse to compromise on 
traditional styling... but seem interested in styles
other than ribs.  Well, Checkmate is your
bedspread! The classic chessboard, or
“windowpane,” pattern makes this product
unique, and lends a bit of elegance to any
ensemble…which is great because the versatile
Checkmate fabric is available for quilted
bedspreads. Checkmate unquilted is available
flame-resistant for your guests’ safety, or non-
flame-resistant. It washes and dries in a flash 
(conserves utility dollars!), and positively will not
fray, unravel or rip. Looks great for years (hundreds

of institutional washings for the unquilted) unlike
competitors’ ‘spreads which begin to look, well, a
bit shabby after a mere forty or fifty washings.
Twins only.

Colors Available
Left top to bottom: Copen, Champagne, 
Sapphire, Shrimp
Right top to bottom: Blush, Mist, Fawn, Wine
Ground: Seafoam, Quilted
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SUPER-CORD

BEDSPREADS • BLANKETS • CUBICLE CURTAINS
www.tuf-tex.com

Called by many “The best institutional
bedspread in America,” Super-Cord® is the
heavy-duty, rib-cord flagship of the Tuf-Tex 
line! This seamless bedspread (won’t rip, fray or
unravel!) is available flame-resistant for your
guests’ safety or non-flame-resistant…and looks
great for years, not just for a few months like the
competition. This bedspread reduces utility bills

because it washes and dries fast at economical
temperatures and saves replacement costs
because, well, you won’t have to replace it very
often! Sized from bunks to queens. Resists all
stains and, of course, is made entirely in the USA!

Colors Available
Left top to bottom: Seafoam, Copen, 

Banana, Buttercream
Right top to bottom: White*, 

Federal Blue, Shrimp, 
Larkspur, Plum

Ground: Heather
* Not available


